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In this paper we deal with the question ‘‘which is the best way to spend our resources in
order to decrease the width of the interval ½BelðFÞ; PlðFÞ in Dempster–Shafer evidence the-
ory?”. A solution based on sensitivity analysis techniques using the Hartley-like measure of
nonspeciﬁcity is proposed. This technique is a generalization of an approach introduced by
Ferson and Tucker [S. Ferson, W.T. Tucker, Sensitivity in risk analysis with uncertain num-
bers, Report SAND2006-2801, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM, July 2006.
<http://www.ramas.com/sensanal.pdf>; S. Ferson, W.T. Tucker, Sensitivity analysis using
probability bounding, Reliability Engineering and System Safety 91 (10–11) (2006)
1435–1442], which does not require the calculation of the probability box associated to
the output Dempster–Shafer structure after the application of the extension principle for
random sets. The proposed technique is computationally much more efﬁcient than the
one of Ferson and Tucker by several orders of magnitude. Finally, the extension principle
of Dubois and Prade [D. Dubois, H. Prade, Random sets and fuzzy interval analysis, Fuzzy
Sets and Systems 42 (1) (1991) 87–101] is generalized for inﬁnite random sets of indexable
type.
 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Given a mathematical model of a system, the main aim of sensitivity analysis is to analyze the inﬂuence of the model
outputs with regard to the variation in the model inputs. If small changes of an input parameter result in relatively large
changes in a model output, then that model is said to be sensitive to the parameter. This useful tool allows the analyst to
recognize which input parameters affect the most the system response.
Sensitivity analysis has been widely employed in different ﬁelds of research like ﬁnance, optimization, optimal design,
and control systems to assess the inﬂuence of the parameters on the state of the system and to gain insight into the model
behavior (see e.g. [29, and references therein]). In particular, in reliability analysis of structural systems, sensitivity analysis
is used to (a) measure how sensitive the probability of failure is to small changes in the material, load or geometry properties
of the system, (b) recognize which are the design variables that have more inﬂuence in that variation, and to (c) explore the
sensitivity to model assumptions as well as to the uncertainty in input variables. In consequence, sensitivity analysis is a
fundamental complement to reliability analysis, because it provides an evaluation of the robustness of the design, while
allowing to estimate how much less uncertainty in the computations we would have if additional knowledge about an input
variable were available.. All rights reserved.
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ories is that the interval ½BelðFÞ;PlðFÞ is too wide to make useful decisions. What these criticisms do not take into account is
that these theories produce such wide bounds because they take into consideration all the available information, without
including additional suppositions in the calculation that will be reﬂected in the results. However, those criticisms raise
the natural question ‘‘which is the best way to spend our resources in order to reduce the width of the interval
½BelðFÞ;PlðFÞ?”. This question is not easy to answer because given the imprecise information that is available, it is not pos-
sible, in general, to identify a unique best solution to the problem. To do so, we will have to make anyway some suppositions
in the calculation, by synthetically reducing the uncertainty in a basic variable or group of basic variables in order to simulate
the additional gain of information; we will do this by means of a procedure that we will call pinching. Only then, we will get
some idea on how to answer the posed question. This issue will be studied in the present article, and a solution based on
techniques of sensitivity analysis will be proposed.
In this paper, we will follow the convention that aleatory uncertainty is associated with probability distributions and epi-
stemic uncertainty is associated with imprecision and lack of knowledge. Note that this is by no means universally accepted.
Bayesians, for example, insist that the epistemic uncertainty can be represented as well by probability distributions (see e.g.
[27]). Since we do not want to reenter the debate about the representation of epistemic uncertainty, we state it up front now.
The plan of this paper is as follows: ﬁrst, in Section 2, a brief state-of-the-art review of sensitivity analysis techniques in
evidence theory will be presented; Section 3 gives an overview about the relation between random sets and nonspeciﬁcity;
then in Section 4 a method of sensitivity analysis will be proposed based on the Hartley-like measure of nonspeciﬁcity, and
which turns out to be a generalization of a strategy recently proposed by Ferson and Tucker [10]; a numerical example using
our suggested method will be presented in Section 5. The article ﬁnishes with conclusions and some additional comments.2. Sensitivity analysis in evidence and random set theories
Even though evidence and random set theories (see e.g. Refs. [21,19]) have been present since the middle of the 1970s,
only recently, Oberkampf and Helton [26] pointed out the need of procedures to conduct sensitivity analysis. In fact, Helton
et al. [18] acknowledged that although evidence theory has become a known tool within the risk and reliability assessment
community, they are unaware of any attempts to develop procedures of sensitivity analysis within it. To the author’s knowl-
edge, there are only a few contributions to the problem in consideration; in the following lines they will be succinctly
described.
In the framework of imprecise probabilities, Hall [15,16] proposed a method to extend the method of variance-based sen-
sitivity analysis (see e.g. [29]) to imprecise probability theory. Additionally, Hall [16] proposed two other sensitivity mea-
sures. One is based on the calculation of the partial expected value of perfect information on the credal set, which is
deﬁned as the expected gain in utility as the consequence of learning the correct value of the implied basic variables. The
other method is based on the calculation of the extreme values of expectation of the Kullback–Leibler entropy for all distri-
butions contained in the credal set.
Bae et al. [5] considered two methodologies for sensitivity analysis for the plausibility measure: one with respect to
the basic mass assignment of each focal element (which allows to see which expert’s opinion is a major uncertainty
propagation source) and the other with respect to the vector of system parameters. Their approach is based on ﬁnding
@PlðFÞ=@a or @PlðFÞ=@mi, where a is one of the several parameters that deﬁne the characterization of the basic variables
(for example, a could stand for a mean or variance of a cumulative distribution function (CDF) or the parameters that
deﬁne a possibility distribution) and mi is the basic mass assignment of any focal element; although this method provide
us information on which parameters have more inﬂuence on the value of PlðFÞ, it is not a useful tool to reduce the
uncertainty PlðFÞ  BelðFÞ inasmuch as it is not possible to freely modify those parameters to reduce the value of
PlðFÞ  BelðFÞ.
In the framework of probability bounds analysis (PBA, see e.g. Ref. [12]), Ferson and Tucker [13,11] and Ferson et al. [10]
showed that PBA is itself a global sensitivity analysis of a probabilistic calculation because it deﬁnes bounds of a CDF (by
means of probability boxes) that represent the uncertainty about known input distributions and projects this uncertainty
through the model to identify a neighborhood of possible answers (another probability box) in a way that guarantees that
the resulting bounds will enclose completely the CDF of the output. They also proposed a ‘‘meta”-sensitivity analysis to
determine which variables are the ones that have the largest inﬂuence on the variability of the working probability boxes.
Since in Section 4 a generalization of this strategy will be proposed, this method will be explained in some detail in the fol-
lowing lines.
2.1. The method of Ferson and Tucker
This ‘‘meta”-sensitivity analysis is based on the idea of pinching one or several input basic variables towards precise CDFs
or constants with the aim of hypothetically reducing the epistemic uncertainty, the aleatory uncertainty or both; thereafter,
the response of the system is computed in the form of a probability box, and in a posterior step an indicator that measures
the amount of uncertainty contained in the output probability box is calculated. Finally, this indicator is compared to the one
calculated without pinching the input basic variables.
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mation about the input basic variables were available; in fact pinching a probability box to a CDF takes away the epistemic
uncertainty and pinching a basic variable to a constant takes away both aleatory and epistemic uncertainty.
Ferson and Tucker [10] proposed that after mapping the uncertainty through the system, the uncertainty in the output
should be measured using some function unc(), and the measure of sensitivity100 1 uncðRÞ
uncðTÞ
 
% ð1Þwhere uncðRÞ and uncðTÞ are respectively the amount of uncertainty measured with respect to the output with and without
pinching of the input basic variables. The quantity (1) is supposed to indicate the reduction of uncertainty for that speciﬁc
pinching of the input basic variables. Ferson and Tucker [10] proposeduncðSÞ :¼ F  F 1 ¼
Z 1
1
FðxÞ  FðxÞ dx ð2Þ
given the output probability box S :¼ hF; Fi. This metric vanishes if the probability box hF; Fi is reduced to a CDF. Note that
this methodology allows to pinch several input variables at the same time, which would be useful to study interactions be-
tween groups of basic variables.
Finally, note that the results obtained by this method are conditional on the pinching used. It is shown by Ferson and
Tucker [10] that different pinchings would yield different estimations of the reduction of the uncertainty. In fact, they show
that taking in consideration all possible pinchings, then intervals on the indicator (1) would be available.
3. Inﬁnite random sets and nonspeciﬁcity
In Refs. [4,3] it was shown that the use of an inﬁnite number of focal elements in a random set allows to easily model
CDFs, possibility distributions, probability boxes, intervals and Dempster–Shafer bodies of evidence as particular cases. This
approach is called inﬁnite random sets, to stress the fact that an inﬁnite number of focal elements is used. Also in Ref. [2] the
measure of nonspeciﬁcity of Hartley-like was extended to inﬁnite random sets based on the Hartley-like measure. This sec-
tion presents a compilation of principal results required in this article. In consequence, our plan for the rest of the section is:
ﬁrst, in Section 3.1 a brief introduction to the Hartley-like measure of nonspeciﬁcity is presented, after Klir [20]; then a brief
introduction to the theory of copulas is done in Section 3.2; later inﬁnite random sets are introduced in Section 3.3 and their
connection between the Hartley-like measure with the nonspeciﬁcity of inﬁnite random sets is explained in 3.4, following
Ref. [2]. Finally, Section 3.5 introduces some new concepts that will be required in the rest of the article. The reader is re-
ferred to the cited references for an ample discussion on the topics.
3.1. The Hartley-like measure of nonspeciﬁcity
The Hartley-like measure was proposed by Klir and Yuan [22], and is deﬁned for convex and bounded subsets of Rd by the
function HL : C! ½0;1Þ,HLðAÞ :¼min
t2T
log2
Yd
i¼1
ð1þ lðAit ÞÞ þ lðAÞ 
Yd
i¼1
lðAit Þ
" #( )
ð3Þwhere C represents the system of all convex and bounded subsets of Rd, l is the Lebesgue measure, T denotes the set of all
isometric transformations (that is the set of all translations followed by an orthogonal transformation, i.e., rotation, reﬂec-
tion) and Ait denotes the ith projection of A in the coordinate system t. Later, Ramer and Padet [28] considered also the via-
bility of extending the HL measure to non-convex subsets of Rd. This measure fulﬁlls a set of axioms required by generalized
information theory (see e.g. [20]). In the rest of this paper, we will require that all sets evaluated in (3) are convex and
bounded subsets of Rd.
The Hartley-like measure quantiﬁes the nonspeciﬁcity of a set, i.e. it is a function that measures the amount of uncer-
tainty associated with a set of alternatives, that is, the amount of information needed to remove the uncertainty. In conse-
quence, it is a measure of epistemic uncertainty. Note that large sets result in less speciﬁc predictions (large HL() measure)
than their smaller counterparts. Full speciﬁcity is obtained only when one alternative is possible (in this case HL() is zero).
3.2. Some key concepts about copulas
Copulas play an important role in the speciﬁcation of the dependence in random sets. The following is a succinct presen-
tation of some key points about copulas. The reader is referred to Nelsen [23] for additional information.
3.2.1. VH-volume and Lebesgue–Stieltjes measure
Let H be a function H : S ! R, where S#Rd. Let B ¼ di¼1½ai; bi be a d-box all of whose vertexes are in S. The H-volume of B,
VHðBÞ, is the dth order difference of H on B,
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X2
i1¼1
  
X2
id¼1
ð1Þi1þþidHðx1i1 ; . . . ; xdid Þwhere xj1 ¼ aj and xj2 ¼ bj for all j ¼ 1; . . . ; d (see e.g. Ref. [9]).
Note that if H is a joint CDF, VHðBÞ denotes the probability of any d-box B, and in consequence VHðBÞ 2 ½0;1. All d-boxes in
Rd form a semiring S that can be extended to a ring R of all elementary sets that result from the ﬁnite union of disjoint
elements ofS. This measure can be extended by Carathéodory’s extension theorem, to the r-algebra generated byR. In par-
ticular that r-algebra contains all Borel subsets of Rd. This extension of VH is unique and is known as the Lebesgue–Stieltjes
measure lH corresponding to the function H, and H is called the generating function of lH . Note that if H is a joint CDF, then lH
is a probability measure.
3.2.2. Copulas
A copula is a d-dimensional CDF C : ½0;1d ! ½0;1 such that each of its marginal CDFs are uniform on the interval [0,1].
Alternatively, a copula is any function C with domain ½0;1d which fulﬁlls the following conditions:
(1) C is grounded, i.e., for every a 2 ½0;1d, CðaÞ ¼ 0 if there exists an i 2 f1;2; . . . ; dg with ai ¼ 0.
(2) If all coordinates of a 2 ½0;1d are 1 except ai then CðaÞ ¼ ai.
(3) C is d-increasing, i.e., for all ½a1; . . . ; ai; . . . ; ad; ½b1; . . . ; bi; . . . ; bd 2 ½0;1d such that ai 6 bi for i ¼ 1; . . . ; d we have that
VC di¼1½ai; bi
 
P 0.3.3. Inﬁnite random sets
Deﬁnition 1. Let us consider a universal set X – ; and its power set PðXÞ. Let ðX;rX; PXÞ be a probability space and ðF;rFÞ
be a measurable space where F#PðXÞ. A random set (RS) C is a ðrX  rFÞ-measurable mapping C : X!F, a# CðaÞ. We
will call every c  CðaÞ 2F a focal elementwhileFwill be called a focal set. In the rest of this document, we will assume that
C has nonempty focal elements, i.e., CðaÞ – ; for all a 2 X.
In a similar way to the deﬁnition of a random variable, this mapping can be used to generate a probability measure on
ðF;rFÞ given by PC :¼ PX  C1. This means that an event R 2 rF has the probabilityPCðRÞ ¼ PXfa 2 X : CðaÞ 2 Rg: ð4Þ
The random set C will be referred to in the following also as ðF; PCÞ.
Depending on the cardinality ofF, the random set ðF; PCÞ is called ﬁnite or inﬁnite; when all elements ofF are single-
tons (points), then C becomes a random variable V, andF is called speciﬁc; that is, ifF is speciﬁc then CðaÞ ¼ VðaÞ and the
value of the probability of occurrence of the event F, PV ðFÞ, is the unique value PV ðFÞ :¼ ðPX  V1ÞðFÞ ¼ PXfa : VðaÞ 2 Fg for
any F 2 rV . In the case of random sets, it is not possible to compute the exact value of PV ðFÞ but upper and lower bounds of it.
Dempster [6] deﬁned those lower and upper probabilities by,LPðF;PCÞðFÞ :¼ PXfa : CðaÞ# Fg ¼ PCfc : c# Fg ð5Þ
UPðF;PCÞðFÞ :¼ PXfa : CðaÞ \ F – ;g ¼ PCfc : c \ F – ;g ð6ÞwhereLPðF;PCÞðFÞ 6 PV ðFÞ 6 UPðF;PCÞðFÞ: ð7Þ
Let us denote by UðF;PCÞðFÞ the width of the interval ½LPðF;PCÞðFÞ;UPðF;PCÞðFÞ, i.e.,UðF;PCÞðFÞ :¼ PCfc : c \ F – ;; c 2Fg  PCfc : c# F; c 2F n ;g ð8Þ
Note that if F is speciﬁc then UðF;PCÞðFÞ :¼ 0 and the equality in (7) would hold; this is in fact the case when all basic vari-
ables are random.
The lower and upper probabilities LPðF;PCÞðFÞ and UPðF;PCÞðFÞ are respectively a generalization of the belief and plausibility
measures,BelðFn ;mÞðFÞ :¼
Xn
j¼1
I½Aj# FmðAjÞ
PlðFn ;mÞðFÞ :¼
Xn
j¼1
I½Aj \ F – ;mðAjÞdeﬁned by Shafer [30] in evidence theory, and which are used exclusively when dealing with ﬁnite random sets. Here I rep-
resents the indicator function.
Deﬁnition 1 is very general. Alvarez [4] showed that particularizing this deﬁnition to X :¼ ð0;1d, rX :¼ ð0;1d \Bd (Bd is
the Borel r-algebra in Rd) and PX :¼ lC (here lCðBÞ is the Lebesgue–Stieltjes measure with respect to the copula C), for some
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ments ofF, it is sufﬁcient to model possibility distributions, intervals, CDFs, probability boxes, and Dempster–Shafer bodies
of evidence or their joint combinations; we will call the RSs that belong to this kind of particularization ‘‘of indexable type”.
Note that PC is the probability measure generated by the probability measure PX which is deﬁned by the Lebesgue–Stieltjes
measure corresponding to the copula C, i.e. lC; in other words PCðCðGÞÞ ¼ lCðGÞ for G 2 rX. In the rest of the article we will
deal exclusively with random sets of indexable type, inasmuch as they are general enough to express popular engineering
representations of uncertainty.
3.3.1. Lower and upper probabilities for inﬁnite random sets of indexable type
In Ref. [3] it was shown that using the a-representation of a RS ðF; PCÞ, it can be seen that the d-box X :¼ ð0;1d contains
the regions FLP :¼ fa 2 X : CðaÞ# F; CðaÞ – ;g and FUP :¼ fa 2 X : CðaÞ \ F – ;gwhich are respectively composed of all those
points whose corresponding focal elements are completely contained in the set F or have in common at least one point with
F; some authors like Nguyen [24] call these sets the lower and upper inverses of F respectively; note that the set FLP is con-
tained in FUP and both sets do not depend on the copula C that relates the basic variables a1; . . . ;ad; in this case, the lower (5)
and upper (6) probability measures of F can be calculated byLPðF;PCÞðFÞ ¼
Z
ð0;1d
I½a 2 FLPdC að Þ ¼ lCðFLPÞ
UPðF;PCÞðFÞ ¼
Z
ð0;1d
I½a 2 FUPdC að Þ ¼ lCðFUPÞprovided that FLP and FUP are measurable sets.
3.4. Nonspeciﬁcity for inﬁnite random sets of indexable type
Using the Hartley-like measure, the nonspeciﬁcity of an inﬁnite random set ðF; PCÞ can be deﬁned as (cf. Ref. [2])NLððF; PCÞÞ ¼
Z
F
HLðcÞdPCðcÞ ð9Þprovided that all focal elements inF are measurable convex and bounded subsets of Rd. Note that NLððF; PCÞÞ is zero when
there is no epistemic uncertainty, for example whenF is a speciﬁc focal set. When ðF; PCÞ represents an inﬁnite random set
of indexable type, Eq. (9) transforms intoNLððF; PCÞÞ ¼
Z
ð0;1d
HLðCðaÞÞdCðaÞ ð10Þprovided that all focal elements in F are convex, closed and bounded (and therefore compact) subsets of Rd; when a focal
element is not closed, we will employ their closure. In the rest of this document we will assume random sets that fulﬁll that
property. In Eq. (10), C is the copula that contains the dependence information of the random set ðF; PCÞ and that generates
the probability measure PC, i.e., PCðCðGÞÞ ¼ lCðGÞ for G 2 rX.
3.4.1. Examples
Eq. (10) can be particularized to the special cases when ðF; PCÞ represents possibility distributions, probability boxes or
Dempster–Shafer structures, as outlined below.
3.4.1.1. Possibility distributions. A possibility distribution A of a set X is a function A : X ! ½0;1 with supx2XAðxÞ ¼ 1 (see e.g.
[8]). In this case, AðxÞ represents the degree to which x 2 X is compatible with the concept represented by A. The set Aa is
called the a-cut of the membership function A and is represented by the set Aa ¼ fx 2 X : AðxÞP ag for a 2 ð0;1. If
ðF; PCÞ represents the unidimensional possibility distribution A, Eq. (10), with d ¼ 1, turns into (see Ref. [2])NLðAÞ ¼
Z 1
0
log2ð1þ lðAaÞÞda ð11Þprovided that all a-cuts in A are convex and bounded subsets of R. The measure (11) is known as the UL-uncertainty in gen-
eralized information theory (see for instance [20, p. 206]).
3.4.1.2. Probability boxes. A probability box or p-box (see e.g. Ref. [12]) hF; Fi is a set of CDFs fF : F 6 F 6 F; F is a CDFg delim-
ited by lower and upper CDF bounds F and F : R! ½0;1. In Ref. [3] it is shown that a probability box can be represented as
the random set C : X!F; a# CðaÞ (i.e. ðF; PCÞ) deﬁned on R where F is the class of focal elements CðaÞ :¼
hF; Fið1ÞðaÞ :¼ Fð1ÞðaÞ; Fð1ÞðaÞ 	 for a 2 X with Fð1ÞðaÞ and Fð1ÞðaÞ denoting the quasi-inverses of F and F (the quasi-inverse
of the CDF F is deﬁned by Fð1ÞðaÞ :¼ inffx : FðxÞP ag) and PC is speciﬁed by (4).
If ðF; PCÞ is an inﬁnite RS deﬁned on Rwhich represents the probability box hF; Fi, Eq. (10), with d ¼ 1, turns into (see Ref.
[2])
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Z 1
0
log2ð1þ Fð1ÞðaÞ  Fð1ÞðaÞÞda ð12ÞNote that using (12), the nonspeciﬁcity of a CDF is 0. This shows the unsuitability of probability theory for measuring
nonspeciﬁcity.
3.4.1.3. Dempster–Shafer structures. If ðF; PCÞ represents the Dempster–Shafer body of evidence ðFn;mÞ integral (10), turns
intoNLððFn;mÞÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1
HL Aið ÞmðAiÞ ð13Þwhich is already recognized within generalized information theory (see e.g. Ref. [21, p. 67]).
3.5. Some concepts
In the following we will deﬁne some concepts that will be required in the rest of the paper.
3.5.1. Extension principle for inﬁnite random sets
Let us consider two nonempty universal sets X and Y, the probability space ðX;rX; PXÞ, the measurable space ðF;rFÞ,
F#PðXÞ, the random set C : X!F and a function g : X ! Y . Let us deﬁne the measurable space ðR;rRÞ and also the func-
tion G :F! R by c# fgðxÞ : x 2 c 2Fg such that G is ðrF  rRÞ-measurable. Here R is the set of images of all focal ele-
ments of F through g, i.e.,R :¼ fk :¼ gðcÞ : c 2Fg ð14Þand rR is deﬁned as the minimal r-algebra generated by the system of sets gðrFÞ :¼ ffgðcÞ : c 2Fg :F 2 rFg.
The mapping G  C : X! R is also a random set since the composition of measurable functions is also measurable, and in
consequence G  C is ðrX  rRÞ-measurable. We already know that C generates a probability measure on ðF;rFÞ given by
PC :¼ PX  C1. Similarly, G can be used to generate a probability measure on ðR;rRÞ given by PK :¼ PC  G1 ¼ PX  C1  G1.
This means that an event G 2 rR has the probabilityPKðGÞ :¼ PCfc 2F : GðcÞ 2 Gg ¼
Z
F
I½GðcÞ 2 GdPCðcÞ ¼ PXfa 2 X : GðCðaÞÞ 2 Gg ¼
Z
X
I½GðCðaÞÞ 2 GdPXðaÞ ð15Þhere on the RS G  C will be referred to in the following also as ðR; PKÞ.
We will say that the RS ðR; PKÞwas formed using the extension principle for random sets and we will call the RS ðR; PKÞ the
image of the RS ðF; PCÞ through g. Note that if ðF; PCÞ is a random set of indexable type then ðRn0 ; PKÞ is also of indexable type.
Example: The extension principle for inﬁnite random sets reduces to the extension principle for ﬁnite RSs deﬁned by Du-
bois and Prade [7], and explained in the following. Given the function g : X ! Y and a ﬁnite RS ðFn;mÞ, where n :¼ jFnj, one
could be interested in the image of ðFn;mÞ through g, i.e., ðRn0 ;qÞ. This mapped RS can be obtained by the application of the
extension principleRn0 :¼ fRj :¼ gðAiÞ : Ai 2Fng ð16Þ
qðRjÞ :¼
Xn
i¼1
I½gðAiÞ ¼ RjmðAiÞ ð17ÞNote that in this case (14) corresponds to (16) and (17) is a particularization of (15). Note that the sets Rn0 and Fn do not
always have the same cardinality, in as much as two different sets Ai 2 Fn and Aj 2 Fn may have the same image through g.
3.5.2. PinchingDeﬁnition 1. Suppose that we are given two random sets of indexable type CA : X!FA, and CB : X!FB deﬁned on the
same probability space ðX;rX;lCÞ for some copula C and X :¼ ð0;1d, rX :¼ ð0;1d \Bd andFA; FB#PðXÞ. The random set
CA is said to be a pinched random set of CB if for all a 2 X, it follows that CAðaÞ#CBðaÞ.
756 D.A. Alvarez / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 50 (2009) 750–7623.5.3. Relationship between pinching, the interval ½LPðFÞ;UPðFÞ and the NL() measureTheorem 2. Let beFA; FB#PðXÞ. Let ðFA; PACÞ, and ðFB; PBCÞ be two inﬁnite random sets of indexable type deﬁned on the same
probability space ðX;rX;lCÞ for some copula C. If ðFA; PACÞ is a pinched random set of ðFB; PBCÞ and F#X, then
(1) LPðFA ;PACÞðFÞ;UPðFA ;PACÞðFÞ
h i
# LPðFB ;PBCÞðFÞ;UPðFB ;PBCÞðFÞ
h i
and thus UðFA ;PACÞðFÞ 6 UðFB ;PBCÞðFÞ;
(2) NLððFA; PACÞÞ 6 NLððFB; PBCÞÞ;
(3) if in addition ðRA; PAKÞ and ðRB; PBKÞ are respectively the images of the random sets ðFA; PACÞ and ðFB; PBCÞ through the func-
tion g : X ! Y, then ðRA; PAKÞ will also be a pinched RS of ðRB; PBKÞ and thereforeLP RA ;PAKð ÞðFÞ;UP RA ;PAKð ÞðFÞ
h i
# LP RB ;PBKð ÞðFÞ;UP RB ;PBKð ÞðFÞ
h i
:Proof 1. Part 1. Here it will be proved thatUP FA ;PACð ÞðFÞ 6 UP FB ;PBCð ÞðFÞ
The demonstration that LPðFA ;PACÞðFÞP LPðFB ;PBCÞðFÞ follows the same steps. By Deﬁnition 1 for all a 2 ð0;1
d we have that
CAðaÞ#CBðaÞ, and in consequence I½CBðaÞ \ F – ;P I½CAðaÞ \ F – ;; now,UP FB ;PBCð ÞðFÞ ¼
Z
ð0;1d
I½CBðaÞ \ F – ;dCðaÞP
Z
ð0;1d
I½CAðaÞ \ F – ;dCðaÞ ¼ UP FA ;PACð ÞðFÞPart 2. Since the Hartley-like measure is monotone (see e.g. Ref. [2]) and CAðaÞ#CBðaÞ for all a 2 ð0;1d, we have that
HLðCAðaÞÞ#HLðCBðaÞÞ for all a 2 ð0;1d and therefore Rð0;1d HLðCAðaÞÞdCðaÞ 6 Rð0;1d HLðCBðaÞÞdCðaÞ.
Part 3. This follows immediately from the fact that if A#B then gðAÞ# gðBÞ, where gðAÞ and gðBÞ are the images of A and B
through the function g. The rest of the theorem follows from Part 1. h
Theorem 2 shows that the epistemic uncertainty present in a basic variable deﬁned in R can be reduced expressing the
information by means of smaller sets to denote the focal elements; for example, by using fuzzy normalized subsets to ex-
press possibility distributions, by employing narrower probability boxes that are contained inside the original probability
box, or by using narrower intervals, when the information is shaped as a Dempster–Shafer body of evidence.
4. A method for reduction of uncertainty based on the Hartley-like measure of nonspeciﬁcity
Wewill discuss how to reduce the width of the interval ½LPðFÞ;UPðFÞ under the supposition that we may be able to obtain
additional information. We will see later that this method is a generalized version of the method of sensitivity analysis pro-
posed by Ferson and Tucker [10].
According to Eq. (8), only those focal elements c that share points with F and X n F are contributing to UðF;PCÞðFÞ; in other
words, the elements that are totally contained in F or in X n F do not contribute to UðF;PCÞðFÞ. If we could reduce in some sense
the size of those elements, then the value of UðF;PCÞðFÞ could be also reduced.
Now the question is how to measure the amount of possible alternatives residing in that focal element? One natural pos-
sibility is the Lebesgue measure of the joint focal element. It is not very useful when the joint focal element is (a) degenerate
(box), because in this case the Lebesgue measure of the joint focal element will be zero. An alternative measure is the Hart-
ley-like measure of nonspeciﬁcity, deﬁned by Eq. (3). Using it, the nonspeciﬁcity of an inﬁnite random set, NL(), is deter-
mined by Eq. (9). This measure is adequate to estimate the amount of possible alternatives residing in the focal set
because it is zero when F is speciﬁc and also circumvents the problem of the Lebesgue measure when the focal elements
are degenerate. In addition, the NL() measure is closely related to pinching according to Theorem 2, Part 2.
The only way to reduce the value of UðF;PCÞðFÞ is to obtain more information about the basic variables. Pinching therefore
suggest a method to simulate the acquisition of additional information about the basic variables; in other words, the role of
pinching is to artiﬁcially eliminate all epistemic uncertainty from those basic variables under the assumption that additional
information was available. In fact, according to Theorem 2 (Part 3), when one or several basic variables forming the random
set ðF; PCÞ are pinched, in order to form the pinched random set ðF; PCÞI , and if ðR; PKÞI and ðR; PKÞ are respectively their
corresponding images through some function g : X ! Y then we have that LPðR;KÞI ðgðFÞÞ;UPðR;KÞI ðgðFÞÞ
 	
# LPðR;KÞðgðFÞÞ;

UPðR;KÞðgðFÞÞ for F#X.
We proceed as follows:
 ﬁrst, the basic variables I 	 f1; . . . ;ng in ðF; PCÞ must be pinched towards either possibility distributions, probability
boxes (being CDFs a special case of probability boxes) or intervals contained in the previous ones to form the pinched ran-
dom set ðF; PCÞI;
 in a second step, a sample of n focal elements is drawn from ðF; PCÞI to form a ﬁnite random set ðFn;mÞI as explained in
Ref. [3]. Basically, the method consists in sampling n points from the copula C, namely a1; a2; . . . ; an (Neslen [23] provides
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Fn;
 then, after mapping the input RS ðFn;mÞI through a function g that represents the mathematical model of the system, we
obtain the RS ðRn0 ;qÞI and then its nonspeciﬁcity NLððRn0 ;qÞIÞ is calculated using Eq. (13);
 ﬁnally, a ranking of the images of the pinched random sets ðRn0 ;qÞI according to the Hartley-like measure must be
performed.
In this last step, we hope that the smaller NL() is, the largest the expected reduction of the epistemic uncertainty in the
model is, and in consequence, the bigger the expected reduction of the width of the interval ½BelðR;PKÞðgðFÞÞ;PlðR;PKÞðgðFÞÞ is;
however, this is not always true, as shown by Fig. 1.
In other words, if two different RSs ðF; PCÞI and ðF; PCÞJ are given, which result from pinching ðF; PCÞ and such that
NLððF; PCÞIÞ 6 NLððF; PCÞJÞ, this does not necessarily imply that UðR;PKÞI ðgðFÞÞ 6 UðR;PKÞJ ðgðFÞÞ; what a selection by the NL()
measure guarantees is that the region where the true solution resides is smaller. Therefore, with this method one will spend
most of the efforts in obtaining additional information about those variables whose nonspeciﬁcity NL() after pinching is
small.
An important feature of the proposed method is that it can cope with the inﬂuence of the scale, by taking into account the
range where a basic variable usually dwells; this is done by standardizing every input variable to the same interval. Suppose
for example that the basic variable x usually is found in the interval ½xmin; xmax; then a standardized variable x0 can be found
by the transformationFig. 1.
(b) and
thoughx0 :¼ x xmin
xmax  xmin : ð18ÞThe purpose of the transformation (18) is three-fold: (a) it removes the variability of each basic variable relative to the oth-
ers, (b) it eliminates the problem of scale dependence, in case the basic variables are expressed in dissimilar units like liters,
kilometers or nanoseconds and (c) it shows all variables to the Hartley-like measure as variables with equal importance, gi-
ven that their natural ranges of variation are modiﬁed to be [0,1].
The proposed method can also cope with the effects of a factor while all others are varying and also is able to treat
grouped factors as if they were a single factor.
This technique turns out to be a generalization of the one proposed by Ferson and Tucker [10] but, with the NL() indicator
employed instead of the unc() of the associated probability box, as described in Section 2. In fact, the method of Ferson et al.
[10] requires to approximate all pinched output random sets fðRn0 ;qÞ1, ðRn0 ;qÞ2; . . . ; ðRn0 ;qÞzg by their associated probability
boxeshF; Fi1; hF; Fi2; . . . ; hF; Fiz

  ð19Þand then for every probability box in (19), the value (2) is calculated. Now, the nonspeciﬁcity of each probability box can be
calculated according to Eq. (12), and in this way a partial ordering in (19) can be established. Note that since x# log2x is a
monotone increasing function in x, then the ordering of the pinchings will be the same if the integrals
I1ðhF; FiÞ :¼
R 1
0 1þ Fð1ÞðaÞ  Fð1ÞðaÞda or I2ðhF; FiÞ :¼
R 1
0 F
ð1ÞðaÞ  Fð1ÞðaÞda are used instead of integral (12). The value I2
is equal to the area between the CDFs that deﬁne the probability box hF; Fi, that is, it is equal to the quantity calculated using
(2).
Note that the indicator (1) should not be used in conjunction with the nonspeciﬁcity NL() (i.e. NL() should not be used as
unc()), inasmuch as NL() is a nonhomogeneous function. In addition, the approximation of random sets to probability boxes
can lead to considerable loss of information, as shown by Ferson et al. [12, Section 2.3].
A ﬁnal remark on how to do pinching of probability boxes is appropriate. Ferson and Tucker [10] already said that one
should take a central estimate in some sense or nominal value used in an assessment of the probability box in consideration;
for instance if hF; Fi represents the tightest probability box that contains all normal CDFs with l 2 ½a; b and r 2 ½c; d, then a
natural candidate that can be used for pinching could be a normal CDF with l ¼ ðaþ bÞ=2 and r ¼ ðc þ dÞ=2. It is the author’s, , ,
Pinching in both variables. (a) Shows the ﬁnite RS ðF8;mÞ; here every box represents one of the original focal elements. Observe that UðF8 ;mÞ ¼ 5=8.
(c) Represent respectively the pinched RSs ðF8;mÞ1 and ðF8;mÞ2; here every line inside the box represents the new focal element. Note that even
NLððF8;mÞ1Þ 6 NLððF8;mÞ2Þ we have that 2=8 ¼ UðF8 ;mÞ2 ðFÞ 6 UðF8 ;mÞ1 ðFÞ ¼ 4=8.
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family of distributions with varying parameters, then the maximum entropy method (see e.g. [21]) could be applied to ex-
tract the representative CDF; this can be approximated in the following way: consider the probability box hF; Fi. Discretize
the domain of this probability box into n bins, and form the associated histograms f½xi1; xi; pi; i ¼ 1; . . . ;ng and
f½xi1; xi; pi; i ¼ 1; . . . ;ng where pi ¼ FðxiÞ  Fðxi1Þ and pi ¼ FðxiÞ  Fðxi1Þ. Now consider the optimization problem, maxi-
mize S with S :¼ Pni¼1pi logpi subject to pi 2 ½minðpi; piÞ;maxðpi; piÞ for i ¼ 1; . . . ;n andPni¼1pi ¼ 1. The argument that max-
imizes S is the histogram f½xi1; xi; p
i ; i ¼ 1; . . . ;ng corresponding to the CDF that ‘‘has the maximum entropy” in the
probability box hF; Fi. Fig. 2 shows an example of the application of the technique.
Note that pinching is a rather arbitrary procedure, but given the lack of available information, it seems to be at least rea-
sonable. Given the fact that there are simply too many possible pinching functions, a less arbitrary method would be to ex-
plore the set of all possible pinchings (for instance by means of Monte Carlo simulation), with the implication that it will not
be possible, in general, to establish a complete ordering of the importance of the input variables.
5. Numerical example
To test the proposed method, we will employ the example used by Ferson and Tucker [10] and originally considered by
Hall and Lawry [14]. Let us consider a dike employed as a ﬂood defense, and which has an associated limit state function,Fig. 2.
F ¼ CD
n ¼ 60.gðxÞ ¼ DD Hs tanðbÞ
cosðbÞM ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃsoppwhere x ¼ ½D;D;HS;M; sop, D is the relative density of the revetment blocks, D is the diameter of the revetment blocks, Hs is
the signiﬁcant wave height, b is the slope of the revetment,M is a model parameter and sop is the offshore peak wave steep-
ness. The ﬂood defense fails when gðxÞ 6 0. These variables are considered to be independent.
Ferson and Tucker [10] considered the following basic variables:
 D ¼ ½1:60; 1:65,
 D ¼ ½0:68;0:72m,
 b ¼ ½0:309;0:328 rad,
 the set of probability measures H
S with CDFs fFW ð; k; kÞ : k 2 ½1:2;1:5m; k 2 ½10; 12g, where FWðx; k; kÞ :¼
1 expðx=kÞk denotes the Weibull CDF with shape parameter k and scalar parameter k,
 M ¼ ½3:0;5:2 and
 the set of probability measures s
op with CDFs fFNð;l;rÞ : l ¼ ½0:029;0:041; r ¼ ½0:005;0:006g; here FNðx;l;rÞ stands
for the normal CDF with mean l and variance r2.
Ferson and Tucker approximated the sets of probability measures H
S and s


op by the probability boxes HS :¼ hHS;HSi and
sop :¼ hsopðxÞ; sopðxÞi where,
sopðxÞ ¼minðFNðx;0:041;0:005Þ; FNðx; 0:041;0:006ÞÞ,
sopðxÞ ¼maxðFNðx;0:029;0:006Þ; FNðx;0:029;0:005ÞÞ,
HSðxÞ ¼minðFWðx;1:2;12Þ; FWðx;1:5;12ÞÞ and
HSðxÞ ¼maxðFWðx;1:2;10Þ; FWðx;1:5;10ÞÞ.10 10.5 11 11.5 12 12.5 13 13.5 14 14.5 15
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This ﬁgure shows the probability box hF; Fi deﬁned by F ¼ 0:2Hðx 12Þ þ 0:6Hðx 13Þ þ 0:2Hðx 14Þ, where H is the Heaviside step function and
FTrianðx;11;12;14Þ. In addition it shows the CDF that has the maximum entropy of this probability box, namely Fent, which was calculated using
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op; that is, they contain the CDFs
which are neither Weibull nor normal distributed. We will follow this unwelcome step in order to be compare our method
with the one of Ferson and Tucker.
The problem was solved using the technique proposed in Section 4 and for comparative purposes, using the method em-
ployed by Ferson and Tucker [10]. In the ﬁrst case, we employed a product copula to model random set independence (see
Ref. [4]), and performed simple Monte Carlo drawing n ¼ 10 and n ¼ 1000 samples from ðF; PCÞ in order to form ðFn;mÞ.
In the second case, following the steps carried on by Ferson and Tucker [10], every basic variable was represented by a
unidimensional Dempster–Shafer body of evidence. The intervals D, D, b andM are represented in a straightforward manner
by assigning them a basic mass assignment of 1.0. The probability boxes HS and sop were discretized into 100 focal elements,
each having a basic mass assignment of 0.01. In this step, we employed the averaging discretization method proposed by
Tonon [31] which is a special case of the intermediate discretization of probability boxes, discussed in Ref. [1].
Thereafter, a joint body of evidence ðFn;mÞ with n = 10,000 focal elements was created, each one of them with a basic
mass assignment of 0.0001.
The random set ðRn0 ;qÞwas obtained after mapping ðFn;mÞ through g using the extension principle for ﬁnite random sets
and the optimization method (that is the image of Ai 2Fn, namely Rj 2 Rn0 , was calculated as ½minx2Ai gðxÞ;maxx2Ai gðxÞ, inas-
much as Ai is connected and compact). Then, the probability box hF; Fi associated to ðRn0 ;qÞwas computed, and using Eq. (2)
uncððRn0 ;qÞÞ :¼ uncðhF; FiÞ. Besides, NLððRn0 ;qÞÞ was calculated using Eq. (13). Note that for the computation of NLððRn0 ;qÞÞ
we do not require the intermediate step of ﬁnding hF; Fi.
Then the following nominal pinchings were performed:
 D ¼ 1:625,
 D ¼ 0:70 m,
 b ¼ 0:3185 rad,
 HS  FWð;1:35 m;11Þ,
 M ¼ 4:1 and
 sop  FNð;0:04;0:0055Þ.
Every basic variable was pinched while the others were allowed to vary.
For comparison purposes with Ferson and Tucker, no standardization of the input basic variables was performed; take
into consideration that a good standardization strategy would require more data, namely, the range where every basic var-
iable dwells, as required by equation (18); this information is usually known by the reliability analyst.
Table 1 shows the NL() and the unc() measures of ðRn0 ;qÞ after pinching every basic variable at a time and without pinch-
ing them at all, in the case of discretizing the basic variables. Slightly different results were obtained here after repeating the
calculation in comparison to those published in Ref. [10]. As already noted in Section 4, both techniques provide the same
ordering of importance of the basic variables (the lower these measures are, the more important the basic variable is); there-
fore, the most important variable to study is M, followed in order by HS, D, b, D and sop. Table 3 also shows the belief and
plausibility of the failure region F ¼ fx : gðxÞ 6 0g with respect to the random set ðFn;mÞi.
Table 2 shows the NL() and the unc() measure of ðFn;mÞ after pinching every basic variable at a time and without pinch-
ing them at all employing the proposed Monte Carlo simulation strategy. In comparison with Table 1, we required much less
simulations ðn ¼ 1000Þ to obtain approximately the same values of NLððRn0 ;qÞÞ and uncððRn0 ;qÞÞ. However, since our main
goal is to make a ranking of the basic variables according to the reduction of uncertainty, the estimation of NLððRn0 ;qÞÞ was
performed using only n ¼ 10 simulations, as shown in Table 3. Although this computation is not as accurate as the one with
n ¼ 1000 simulations, it provides the same ranking. These 10 simulations should be compared against the n = 10,000 focal
elements required by the method of Ferson and Tucker [10]; more striking results are expected in higher dimensions, inas-
much as Monte Carlo methods are not affected by the curse of dimensionality (see e.g. [25]), while the method of Ferson and
Tucker blatantly is.Table 1
Ranking of importance of the basic variables. Here unc() refers to the measure of uncertainty proposed by Ferson and Tucker [10] and NL() refers to the Hartley-
like-based measure proposed here. The smaller those indicators are, the largest is the inﬂuence of the epistemic uncertainty of that variable. Here
F ¼ fx : gðxÞ 6 0g.
Pinched variable i uncððRn0 ;qÞiÞ NLððRn0 ;qÞiÞ BelðFn ;mÞi ðFÞ PlðFn ;mÞi ðFÞ
M 0.2960 0.3737 0 0
HS 0.4888 0.5732 0 0.0087
D 0.5671 0.6467 0 0.0320
b 0.5887 0.6667 0 0.0289
D 0.5971 0.6741 0 0.0391
sop 0.6090 0.6851 0 0.0318
uncððFn;mÞÞ NLððFn;mÞÞ BelðFn ;mÞðFÞ PlðFn ;mÞðFÞ
No pinching 0.6321 0.7054 0 0.0504
Table 2
Ranking of importance of the basic variables using n ¼ 1000 Monte Carlo simulations.
Pinched variable i uncððRn0 ;qÞiÞ NLððRn0 ;qÞiÞ  r^ðHLðCðaÞÞiÞ BelðFn ;mÞi ðFÞ  r^ðI½a 2 FLPiÞ PlðFn ;mÞi ðFÞ  r^ðI½a 2 FUP iÞ
M 0.2841 0.3605 ± 0.0231 0 ± 0 0 ± 0
HS 0.4789 0.5636 ± 0.0508 0 ± 0.0633 0.0040 ± 0.0040
D 0.5516 0.6326 ± 0.0569 0 ± 0.1141 0.0130 ± 0.0130
b 0.5736 0.6531 ± 0.0511 0 ± 0.1049 0.0110 ± 0.0110
D 0.5816 0.6603 ± 0.0558 0 ± 0.1342 0.0180 ± 0.0180
sop 0.5941 0.6719 ± 0.0496 0 ± 0.1049 0.0110 ± 0.0110
uncððFn;mÞÞ NLððFn;mÞÞ  r^ðHLðCðaÞÞÞ BelðFn ;mÞðFÞ  r^ðI½a 2 FLPÞ PlðFn ;mÞðFÞ  r^ðI½a 2 FUP Þ
No pinching 0.6166 0.6919 ± 0.0546 0 ± 0.1582 0.0250 ± 0.0250
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of the deviation of those indicators, using the formulaTable 3
Ranking
Pinched
M
HS
D
b
D
sop
No pincr^ðf Þ ¼ 1
n 1
Xn
i¼1
ðf ðaiÞ  Eðf ;WnÞÞ2
 !1=2whereEðf ;WnÞ ¼ 1n
Xn
i¼1
f ðaiÞand f represents HLðCðaÞÞ, I½a 2 FLP or I½a 2 FUP respectively and Wn :¼ fa1; a2; . . . ; ang is the set of independent and identi-
cally distributed points that were drawn from the copula C, as required by the second step of the method presented in Sec-
tion 4 (see e.g. Ref. [1]).
6. How to recalculate the belief and plausibility after obtaining new information
After performing the sensitivity study, the analyst will take decisions on how to invest the available resources to obtain
new information and in this way reduce the width of the interval ½LPðF;PCÞðFÞ;UPðF;PCÞðFÞ. If it were possible to obtain new
information for some basic variables that is consistent with the one contained in ðF; PCÞ, we could form the new joint RS
ðF0; P0CÞ that is basically a pinched RS of the initial RS ðF; PCÞ; according to Theorem 2 we have thatLPðF0 ;P0CÞðFÞ;UPðF0 ;P0CÞðFÞ
h i
# LPðF;PCÞðFÞ;UPðF;PCÞðFÞ
 	Suppose that we sampled from ðF0; P0CÞ, by means of nMonte Carlo simulations, the ﬁnite random set ðF0n;m0Þ (as explained
in [1,3]); then the lower and upper probabilities LPðF0 ;P0CÞðFÞ and UPðF0 ;P0CÞðFÞ, could be estimated by means of the belief and
plausibility of F with respect to the ﬁnite random set ðF0n;m0Þ. However, we could use the following procedure in order to
save lots of computational effort:
(1) When sampling the random set ðF; PCÞ to form ðFn;mÞ, we keep in some database the samples a 2 ð0;1d which
belong to FUP n FLP, where FUP and FLP are the sets in the a-space (see [3]) associated to the random set ðF; PCÞ and
the set F#X.
(2) For every one of the points a 2 FUP n FLP, check if they belong to the regions F 0UP and F 0LP associated to the random set
ðF0; P0CÞ and the set F. This is done by evaluating again the conditions CðaÞ \ F – ; and CðaÞ# F, respectively.
(3) The updated belief and plausibility given by,of importance of the basic variables using n ¼ 10 Monte Carlo simulations.
variable i uncððRn0 ;qÞiÞ NLððRn0 ;qÞiÞ  r^ðHLðCðaÞÞiÞ
0.2835 0.3600 ± 0.0173
0.4840 0.5689 ± 0.0440
0.5565 0.6376 ± 0.0478
0.5778 0.6574 ± 0.0428
0.5865 0.6652 ± 0.0469
0.6004 0.6779 ± 0.0423
uncððFn;mÞÞ NLððFn ;mÞÞ  r^ðHLðCðaÞÞÞ
hing 0.6215 0.6967 ± 0.0459
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jfa 2 FUP n FLP : a 2 F 0LPgj
n
PlðF0n ;m0 ÞðFÞ :¼ PlðFn ;mÞðFÞ 
jfa 2 FUP n FLP : a 2 F 0UPgj
nare just the estimators of LPðF0 ;P0CÞðFÞ and UPðF0 ;P0CÞðFÞ that we are looking for.
This method of updating the belief and plausibility is much more efﬁcient than calculating BelðF0n ;m0 ÞðFÞ and PlðF0n ;m0 ÞðFÞ
again from scratch since usually jfa 2 FUP n FLP : a 2 F 0UPgj  n.
The method is based on the following theorem:
Theorem 3. Let be FA; FB 2 PðXÞ. Let ðFA; PACÞ, and ðFB; PBCÞ be two inﬁnite random sets of indexable type deﬁned on the
probability space ðX;rX;lCÞ for some copula C. If ðFA; PACÞ is a pinched random set of ðFB; PBCÞ and F#X, then FBLP# FALP and
FBUP  FAUP.
Proof 2. Using Deﬁnition 1, CAðaÞ#CBðaÞ for all a 2 ð0;1d. This implies
I½CBðaÞ \ F – ;P I½CAðaÞ \ F – ; ð20Þ
I½CBðaÞ# F 6 I½CAðaÞ# F ð21ÞAlso, since ðFA; PACÞ and ðFB; PBCÞ are random sets of indexable type, then related to F there exist the sets FALP, FAUP, FBLP and FBUP
all subsets of X. But then inequalities (20) and (21) can be rewritten asI½a 2 FBUPP I½a 2 FAUP
I½a 2 FBLP 6 I½a 2 FALPfor all a 2 ð0;1d. This implies FBLP# FALP and FBUP  FAUP. h7. Conclusions and ﬁnal comments
In this paper, we have analyzed a relationship between sensitivity analysis and the task of reducing the width of the
interval ½BelðFÞ;PlðFÞ which contains the probability of the event F. The proposed method can cope with the inﬂuence of
scale dimension and shape of input PDFs, can evaluate the effects of a factor, while all others are varying as well and is
able to treat grouped factors as if they were a single factor. The most important drawback of both the proposed strategy
and the one of Ref. [10], is that selecting a single representative pinching can be very misleading, especially if we want
guaranteed results since these techniques erase uncertainty rather than propagate it; that is, this method depends strongly
on the pinching employed. In this sense very well grounded assumptions must be made to justify the pinching strategy
used, and in this way we can have some idea of the importance of those variables. The analysis reveals which basic vari-
ables should be the focus of a thoughtful investigation in order to reduce the epistemic uncertainty, which will be re-
ﬂected in the width of the belief-plausibility interval. Given the fact that there are simply too many possible pinchings,
a less arbitrary method would be to explore the set of all possible pinchings (for instance by means of Monte Carlo sim-
ulation), with the implication that it will not be possible, in general, to establish a complete ordering of the importance of
the input variables.
In comparison to the method of Ferson and Tucker [10], the proposed approach eliminates the intermediate step of
approximating the output body of evidence to a probability box in order to compute the indicator unc(), avoiding in this
way not only unnecessary intermediate operations but also a possible loss of information in the approximation of the output
body of evidence to its associated probability box, as indicated by Ferson et al. [12, Section 2.3]; also the proposed method is
based in particular on the application of the Hartley-like measure, which is based on the theory of generalized information,
therefore the method appears to be a more natural measure of sensitivity to epistemic uncertainty. It was seen in the numer-
ical example that it is sufﬁcient to apply the extension principle for RSs to a small number of focal elements in order to esti-
mate the ranking of the basic variables. The proposed method allows the analyst to sample until some requirement in the
variance of NL() or unc() is fulﬁlled, requiring in this way a smaller number of evaluations of the image of a focal element
than in the method of Ferson and Tucker.
We also analyzed a method for updating the belief and plausibility after obtaining new information that saves consider-
able computational effort in computing again these numbers.
Further research is required on how to make the method robust for taking into account all possible pinchings, on possi-
bility distributions, probability boxes and Dempster–Shafer bodies of evidence without increasing notably the computa-
tional overhead.
Also it is required to develop techniques to measure the amount of uncertainty present when there is none or limited
information about the dependence between the basic variables. This measure of uncertainty could then be applied to create
a method of reduction of the width of the interval ½BelðFÞ;PlðFÞ that also takes into consideration the dependence informa-
tion available.
762 D.A. Alvarez / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 50 (2009) 750–762Finally, there seems to be an intrinsic relation between pinched random sets and random set inclusion for inﬁnite random
sets (see Ref. [2]); this issue deserves further study.
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